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LUXURIOUS HOLISTIC SPA AT MANDARIN ORIENTAL, SINGAPORE 

 

A tranquil sanctuary and harmonious place of wellbeing, The Spa at Mandarin Oriental, 

Singapore is a stunning space designed by award-winning and renowned hospitality interior 

design firm, AB Concept. Located on the 5th floor, the spa is adjacent to the hotel’s stylish, 

contemporary and tropical pool. Inspired by Singapore’s heritage and equatorial climate, 

retreat into an urban oasis of healing, relaxation and calm. 

 

The contemporary interiors pay homage to traditional design by using a natural palette of 

warm earth tones, with touches of purple and red.  The reception area features a peaceful cloud 

silhouette motif, with multiple layers that are lit from below. Lacquered panels, crafted to 

resemble louvered shutters, line the walls and subtle lighting, suffuses the interiors in a 

dreamy glow. Natural wood finishes and mosaic tiles stand out against crafted glass screens 

and mother-of-pearl accents, creating a delicate landscape of contrasting textures. 

 

The intimate spa facilities include six treatment rooms, including two couples’ suites, a 

separate manicure-pedicure section, a tea lounge for relaxation and one-to-one consultation 

areas for highly personalised service. Steam rooms and experiential shower facilities that 

release aromatic scents alongside coloured lights and varied water pressure and mists are also 

available for guests to complete their multisensory, unique and holistic spa journey. 

 

The luxurious private Spa Suites allow guests to share a therapeutic experience in a private, 

healing sanctuary. The VIP Treatment Suite features a couples’ vitality pool and a luxurious 

couples’ steam shower in bamboo-inspired marble. Each suite has been designed to provide a 

deep sense of relaxation and bliss for the body, soul and mind. 

 

The Spa at Mandarin Oriental, Singapore will offer a range of relaxing and results driven 

treatments, including the Group’s Signature Therapies and product line. Developed in 

consultation with specialists in traditional Chinese medicine and master aroma therapists,  
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Mandarin Oriental's Signature Therapies originate from Oriental philosophy, and combine the 

relaxing effects of massage with the benefits of bespoke custom-blended essential oils. 

Mandarin Oriental’s signature product line has been developed specifically for the Group by 

the award-winning UK based company, Aromatherapy Associates.  Each aromatherapy-based 

product has been created according to the oriental principles of five elements: wood, fire, earth, 

metal and water. The products, which include a range of candles and travel-size oils, are also 

available for purchase, so that guests can continue using specific blends at home. 

 

Drawing on world inspired therapies and philosophies, a series of holistic treatments are also 

available. Guests can embark on a sensory journey with the unique Orchid Dream, which 

includes an orchid infused body scrub to exfoliate and reveal supple skin. A relaxing massage 

using essential oil of Orchid flowers is then liberally applied to enrich and moisturise while a 

warm aromatic shoulder wrap enhances the experience. 

 

The Spa at Mandarin Oriental, Singapore is the perfect urban escape, offering a haven of 

serenity and indulgent treatments reaching far beyond the traditional spa experience. It is the 

only spa in the city that has been awarded the ‘Forbes Five Star’ status for seven consecutive 

years (2012 to 2018) and recognised as the Hotel Spa of the Year – Asia and Australasia in the 

World Spa and Wellness Awards 2014. For reservations and more information please email 

mosin-spa@mohg.com or call +65 6885 3533. 
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